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315. Thank You :)  

316.  Congratulations for all the nurses of 

Ireland for doing one of the most human 

and dedicated  professions everyday!!!. My 

best wishes for you  

 

317. Thanks to all the wonderful nurses 

who took care of my mil and also my 

sister Rhona!  

 

318. Nurses do a wonderful job…. 

    You never think about it until you 

need them, but when you need them… 

they are there!! 



 

319. I love caring for people, it brings out the best in me, I am 

unable to be not nice to my clients/patients  

 

320. Nurses are angels in disguise. A truly honorable 

vocation I’d tip my hat as i don’t think I could do  

what they do  

 

321. Thank you to the knowledgeable and hard worker Irish 

Nurses. Your sense of humour, your willingness to provide 

care and positive attitudes have certainly helped many 

Australians in Sydney.  

#CelebrateNurses 





 

322. Wonderful idea!! Celebrate the nurses who 

are keeping our health care system afloat by 

their hard work and dedication!!  

 

323. Thank You!  

 

324. Each day makes a dif ference to someone 

 

325.  Many thanks for the nurses who looked 

after myself when I had all my three children 

They are the Best (NMH.ie)  



329. I am thankful for the Nurses who looked  

after my uncle at the end of his life  

326. Thank you very much 

328. Thank you to all the nurses 

who have looked after my 

children in A&E over the years  

327. Thanks for 

Midwives  

www.celebratenurses.ie 



 

330.   I like Nurses for working so hard  

 

331. Thanks for Nurses 

 

332.  When your feet are weary your back is aching You

     havent ate or peed all day….. 

     Look for the gratitude in your patients eyes They   

     might not always be able to tell you but you mean 

     the world to them  

 

333. I like Nurses for working so hard  

Celebrate Nurses 



 

334.  Thank you to all nurses and midwives  

     for their amazing work done       

     throughout the country  

 

335.  Thank you to all the nurses that have  

      taught me the ropes and given so   

  much encouragement  

 

336.  Many thanks to all the Nurses        

  perceptors & lecturers and all     

  inbetween to hopefully the start of a  

  wonderful career  



Save one Life you are a Hero  

Save a hundred lives you’re a Nurse 
Join our campaign visit www.celebratenurses.ie 


